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made possible the great strides in national development for which
other men have received full measure of attention and praise."

That is the thesis of the work which has been done in a sympa
thetic spirit and with evident skill. The book has an index and eight
illustrations, including helpful maps. The dedicatory page carries the
simple words, "To My Wife."

MANUSCRIPTS FROM THE BURTON HISTORICAL COLLECTION. Ed
ited by M. A. Burton. (Detroit, C. M. Burton, October, 1916. Pp.82.)

This is the first of a proposed series of four numbers of historical
pamphlets. The purpose of the series is to print certain of the rarer
documents contained in the Burton Historical Collection now a part
of the Detroit Public Library. Short but illuminating specimens fill
this number. The dates range from 1754 to 1795.

PROLEGOMENA TO HISTORY, THE RELATION OF HISTORY TO LIT
ERATURE, PHILOSOPHY, AND SCIENCE. By Frederick J. Teggart.
(Berkeley, University of California Press, 1916. Pp. 155 to 292,
being Number 8 of Volume IV., University of California Publications
in History. In paper covers, $1.50.)

Mr. Teggart is Associate Professor of History and Curator of
the Bancroft Library in the University of California.

His book is the result of patient years of study and reflection.
The abundant footnotes reveal the breadth of his searching. In addi
tion to the inclusiveness of the title, the brief table of contents will
give an adequate idea of the work-"Introduction, The Method of
Science, Historical Investigation and Historiography, History and
Philosophy, History and Evolution, Bibliographical Appendix."

TEN THOUSAND MILES WITH ADOG SLED, A NARRATIVE OF WINTER
TRAVEL IN INTERIOR ALASKA. By Hudson Stuck. (New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916. Pp.420. $1.75.)

This is a second edition of the interesting book by the vigorous
Archdeacon of the Yukon. He says he has made but little change
beyond a few footnotes, a second preface and the correction of one
printer's error. The new edition is beautifully printed and illustrated.

GRAY MEMORIAL CELEBRATION. By William D. Lyman and Oth
ers. (Walla Walla, Washington, Whitman College, 1916. Pp. 24.)

The Whitman College Quarterly, Volume XIX., Number 8, No
vember, 1916, bears the title: "William H. Gray and Mary A. Dix
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STRIKES IN AMERICAN TRADE UNIONS. By
(Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press, 1916.

Gray Memorial Celebration." The account of the memorial ceremo
nies there recorded innludes the historiial address given by William
D. Lyman, Blalosk Professor of History in Whitman College. The
title of his address is: "The Place of William H. Gray in History."

Mr. Gray was a colleague of Dr. Marcus Whitman in the famous
Waiilatpui miss.ion. For that reason his biography is of especial in
terest to all friends of Whitman College. The theme is also of in
terest to all students of Northwestern history. This issue of the
Whitman College Quarterly will be one of the choice items of col
lector~ within a short time.

OUTLINE FOR THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF IDAHO. By H. L.
Talkington. (Boise, Idaho, State Board of Education, 1916. Pp.20.)

Professor Talkington is. at the head of the department of history
in the Lewiston State Normal School. In this bulletin he gives an
outline as suggested by the title and he has also assembled titles
of books and other publications that will help in the pursuit of such
studies. It is, of course, intended for the use of educational institu
tions in Idaho.

THE EARL,Y HISTORY OF CUBA, 1492-1586. By I. A. Wright.
(New York, The Macmillan Company, 1916. Pp.390. $2.00.)

The title-page carries the phrase: "written from original sources."
It is not a source book containing the documents themselves, but is
written from those documents as studied by the author among the
archives in Spain. American historians. are always interested in fresh
studies of Columbus and his followers.

The table of contents indicates four divisions: "Book I. 1492
1524, Spain Takes Possession of Cuba; Book II. 1524-1567, An Era
of Stagnation; Book III. 1550-1567, French Influence; Book IV.
1567-1586, The Menace of the English." The volume is equipped with
a glossary and three indexes---of topics, persons and places.

THE CONTROL OF
George Milton Janes.
Pp. 131. $1.00.)

Doctor Janes is now a member of the faculty of the University
of Washington. For that reason, though the book does not deal with
the Pacific Northwest, it is well to mention it here.

The author tells in his preface how the book was prepared: "This
monograph had its origin in an investigation carried on by its author
while a member of the Economic Seminary of the Johns Hopkins
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